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Common Web tools and techniques cannot easily manipulate library resources. While photo 

sharing, link logging, and Web logging sites make it easy to use and reuse content, barriers still 

exist that limit the reuse of library resources within new Web services. [1][2] To support the 

reuse of library information in Web 2.0-style services, we need to allow many types of 

applications to connect with our information resources more easily. One such connection is a 

universal method to copy any resource of interest. Because the copy-and-paste paradigm 

resonates with both users and Web developers, it makes sense that users should be able to copy 

items they see online and paste them into desktop applications or other Web applications. Recent 

developments proposed in weblogs [3][4] and discussed at technical conferences [5] [6] suggest 

exactly this: extending the 'clipboard' copy-and-paste paradigm onto the Web. To fit this new, 

extended paradigm, we need to provide a uniform, simple method for copying rich digital objects 

out of any Web application. 

Barriers to Web Clipboard Integration 

The initial Microsoft Live Clipboard specification provides a straightforward way of 

accomplishing Web clipboard copy and paste. It uses a combination of JavaScript-based in-

browser code and an XML wrapper for item content, to provide users with clipboard 

functionality for some common types of objects defined by microformat specifications [7]. Early 
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work using the Live Clipboard technique in the National Science Digital Library, a U.S. National 

Science Foundation programme, integrates this technique with more robust digital library 

protocols, providing for clipboard copy and paste of complex digital objects in software 

environments with robust architectures [8]. These are tremendously exciting innovations and 

demonstrate the potential of this approach. 

The Live Clipboard demonstrations show copying of event or business card-like information by 

copying these simple objects between commonly used Web sites and desktop applications. The 

NSDL demonstration moves complex objects [9][10] between what are presumed to be scholarly 

communications tools. Both sets of demonstrations are alike in that they are driven by interface 

events whereby users click and choose to perform clipboard actions in menus. However, the Web 

2.0 approach calls for an additional blurring of the lines between user- and machine-driven 

operations, so it is necessary to devise an approach that also allows software to drive clipboard-

style copy and paste functions on users' behalf. 

Requirements for Automating Object 'Copy' 

In an automated processing model that supports scripted copying of objects found on Web pages, 

the following three functional criteria must be met: 

 A standard way to identify individual objects on Web pages; 

 A standard way to discover a path to an API for retrieving objects; 

 A standard API to retrieve object copies in all available formats. 

Without a standard way for software to identify objects on Web pages, scripts must resort to 

screen scraping and other unsustainable techniques for guessing where objects start and end. The 

same logic applies to the requirements of a standard way to find an API entry point, and a 

common definition of an API for retrieving objects. Without these, third-party applications have 

to hard-code or guess at the locations and protocols offered by the plethora of Web 2.0 and 

digital library APIs and their various implementations across the Web. 

Almost There Already 

Fortunately, the digital library community already comes close to satisfying each of these 

requirements. Protocols such as OAI-PMH [11] and OpenURL [12] each provide frameworks for 

implementing services that support standardised object fetching through an API. The COinS 

convention for embedding OpenURL ContextObjects in the HTML SPAN element [13] provides 

a standard way of identifying objects on Web pages whenever a ContextObject contains an 

identifier reference. 

Initial Approach 

Members of the gcs-pcs-list [14] first experimented in this area by starting with these digital 

library tools, because they were already available and well-known. To provide scriptable object 

copying from Web pages, we combined COinS (with identifiers) on Web pages with JavaScript-

based calls to the OAI-PMH functions ListMetadataFormats and GetRecord. To enable 
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Javascript code to find OAI-PMH services automatically, we added HTML LINK tags pointing 

to relevant OAI-PMH services for our resources, following the pattern for feed auto-discovery 

now widely implemented across the Internet [15]. These experiments took the form of 

Greasemonkey scripts [16] which, upon finding COinS with identifiers and OAI-PMH LINK 

elements, would automatically query the OAI-PMH services' ListMetadataFormats functions and 

present users with direct links to OAI-PMH GetRecord functions for each available format [17]. 

This worked quite well, and provided an interesting set of demonstrations. We wrote connectors 

for a variety of well-known Web sites - the Library of Congress American Memory collections, 

the arXiv.org pre-print service, Google Books, Amazon.com, and more [18]. These connectors, 

combined with the 'get this item in formats X, Y, or Z' links that were automatically written into 

Web pages for users to click, showed great promise and interested our colleagues. 

Problems Selling COinS and OAI-PMH 

The main problem with this approach was the difficulty explaining how it worked, especially to 

those less familiar with library-specific technologies. Despite the widespread adoption of 

OpenURL and the proliferation of OAI-PMH-based content and service providers, few people in 

the library profession understand the steps necessary to implement these services, and far fewer 

people outside the library profession can successfully wade through the jargon necessary to 

understand either. Even if each were readily understood, still more barriers make this approach 

unlikely to succeed. Firstly, relatively few resources are actually available over OAI-PMH; 

among the few collections with OAI-PMH interfaces, most typically provide access only to 

metadata, not full objects [19]. Secondly, many OAI-PMH providers use item identifiers unique 

to metadata records, and therefore items are not cross-referenced by more widely-known content 

identifiers. Given these conditions, it would be a mistake to presume that this approach could 

quickly scale to provide bare object access to a much larger swathe of library resources. 

Ultimately we want to provide automated access to our resources through clearly defined and 

familiar techniques that can be implemented in only a few hours of work by a typical Web 

developer. These rapid implementations need to accommodate both the data provider making 

resources accessible as well as the downstream clients that need to access such resources. For 

such a framework to succeed, these techniques must be understandable to the Web community at 

large without prior knowledge of specific digital library standards. 

The unAPI Specification 

We addressed this problem by writing a much simpler specification that meets the requirements 

listed above and remains easy to understand and implement. The 'unAPI' specification [20] is 

less than two pages long and defines only three components, one to address each of the 

functional criteria listed previously: 

1. An HTML convention for identifying objects in Web pages; 

2. An HTML LINK tag for autodiscovery of an unAPI service relevant to items on a given 

page; 

3. An API consisting of three HTTP functions to retrieve objects by their identifiers in any 

available format. 
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We developed this specification on the public gcs-pcs-list between January and June 2006. 

Revisions were released nearly every month during this period and made publicly available at 

http://unapi.info . At every revision stage, after discussing and deciding on issues collected along 

the way, participants developed at least three independent test implementations similar to those 

described in the next section. This helped ensure that the specification was indeed manageable, 

and it enabled us to understand the issues raised during implementation. We completed and 

published unAPI Version 1 on 23 June, 2006 [21]. 

unAPI in Action: Examples 

The unAPI specification itself contains a simple informative example, excerpted here. The 

unAPI HTML convention for identifying objects in Web pages is patterned after the technique 

developed by the microformats.org community for combining machine-readable data values as 

attribute values in ABBR elements with human-readable representations of that data as text 

content inside the ABBR: 

<abbr class="unapi-id"  

    title="http://unapi.info/news/archives/9"></abbr> 

The unAPI LINK autodiscovery pattern mimics the pattern used by Web browsers to discover 

news feeds: 

<link rel="unapi-server"  

type="application/xml" title="unAPI"  

     href="http://unapi.info/news/unapi.php" /> 

The unAPI HTTP functions comprise a 'list all object formats' function with no parameters, a 'list 

formats for a particular object' function with an identifier parameter, and a 'get a particular 

format for a particular object' function with identifier and format parameters. The first two 

functions return a simple XML response listing formats that are supported for all items available 

from the unAPI service. For example, a call to an unAPI service such as this: 

http://unapi.info/news/unapi.php?id=http://unapi.info/news/archives/9 

...might return an XML response like this: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<formats id="http://unapi.info/news/archives/9"> 

<format name="oai_dc" type="application/xml" 

docs="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd"/>  

<format name="mods" type="application/xml" /> 

</formats> 

The following examples all implement unAPI Version 1. Each example includes a link to user-

visible records and unAPI links to one of the records in that view. Follow the links to see for 

yourself what unAPI looks like. 

unAPI in OPACs and Other Databases 
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 Evergreen: The main OPAC for the Evergreen ILS (Integrated Library System) inserts 

unAPI identifiers into all result and detail pages, allowing users of unAPI harvesting tools 

to extract and reuse records from our catalogue in new and interesting ways. In addition 

to the main OPAC, the text-only alternate OPAC for Evergreen uses OpenSearch [22] 

and unAPI exclusively for the display of search and detail results. The HTML version of 

the hit list from OpenSearch is generated as an Atom XML [23] feed with identifiers 

suitable for unAPI resolution, and an XSLT transformation is applied to create unAPI 

links to the record and holdings page. The unAPI autodiscovery link is inserted into the 

HTML head, and unAPI identifiers, supplied inside the Atom entity elements, are used to 

build direct links to the bibliographic and holdings data. By leveraging unAPI, 

OpenSearch and Atom in this way, we provide a mechanism for automated harvesting of 

the exposed data as well as enabling end-user tools for building local bibliographies. 

Sample record view: 

http://dev.gapines.org/opac/extras/opensearch/1.1/-/html-

full/title/Tales+of+the+gross+and+gruesome 

Sample unAPI formats list: 

http://dev.gapines.org/opac/extras/unapi?id=tag:dev.gapines.org,2006:biblio-

record_entry/307171/- 

Sample object via unAPI: 

http://dev.gapines.org/opac/extras/unapi?id=tag:dev.gapines.org,2006:biblio-

record_entry/307171/-&format=marcxml 
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Evergreen Record 

 University of Alberta: The University of Alberta Libraries are experimenting with a 

unAPI service that uses an SRU [24] proxy to retrieve records in various formats from 

the catalogue. This project is an example of the ease with which unAPI services can be 

layered on top of existing services. At the unAPI level, all that is required is an SRU 

server that can retrieve records using the "rec.id" field: a minimally-configured 

installation of IndexData's YAZ Proxy [25] (which provides an SRU interface in front of 

the catalogue's Z39.50 server) will do the trick. Our unAPI server is an Apache Cocoon 

installation with a set of custom pipelines that convert unAPI requests into SRU requests, 

retrieve the record, strip off the SRU wrapper, and return the record to the unAPI client. 

Another pipeline handles errors. The result is that with very little effort, and with no 

disruption of service to non-unAPI-aware clients, a unAPI service could be added to the 

catalogue. The biggest problem was determining how to embed the record id in a unAPI 

tag within our OPAC's templating system. The Cocoon code is freely available [26] and 

can be deployed in front of any SRU server; all it needs to know is the address of the 

SRU server and the record formats that can be requested. 
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Sample record view: 

http://ualweb.library.ualberta.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5?user_id=WUAARCHIVE&searchdata

1=1565847547%7B020%7D  

Sample unAPI formats list: 

http://chelsea.library.ualberta.ca/unapi/server?id=2623311 

Sample object via unAPI: 

http://chelsea.library.ualberta.ca/unapi/server?id=2623311&format=mods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Cocoon pipeline for SRU Proxy 

 Canary Database: The Canary Database of animals as sentinels of human environmental 

health hazards collects article references from several abstracting and indexing services 

for additional indexing by researchers who classify studies of animal sentinels according 

to several criteria. Because the ability to save citations to a reference management tool is 

critical, the Canary Database provides easy links for users to download citations in a 

variety of useful formats. This feature, which supports export of a single record or sets of 

records in Pubmed, RIS, BibTeX, and MODS, is implemented via an unAPI interface. 

The links a user might click to export a record to a particular format are also unAPI links 

to those formats, so no distinction between the user and machine interfaces is necessary, 

simplifying code development and maintenance. 
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Sample record view: 

http://canarydatabase.org/record/488?view=export 

Sample unAPI formats list: 

http://canarydatabase.org/unapi?id=http://canarydatabase.org/record/488 

Sample object via unAPI: 

http://canarydatabase.org/unapi?id=http://canarydatabase.org/record/488&format=bibtex 

 

Figure 3: Canary Database record export links 

unAPI with OpenURL Resolvers and Other Services 

 Umlaut: The Umlaut OpenURL resolver at Georgia Tech provides unAPI services to 

OpenURL ContextObjects. Using a Key Encoded Value ContextObject as the identifier, 

the service analyses the incoming citation and aggregates appropriate metadata from 

other services such as link resolvers, catalogues, OAI-PMH repositories, Pubmed, 

Google, Yahoo and Connotea. For any given identifier it will return an XML-encoded 
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ContextObject and any of the above services that are applicable. It also will return an 

'Umlaut document' which bundles all responding services in either XML or JSON 

(JavaScript Object Notation). The advantage here is that as the link resolver assumes an 

increasingly important role in bridging the library to the outside world, users will find 

they can enable unAPI services for any OpenURL-enabled resource. The fact that it uses 

COinS as its identifier lowers the barrier for resources that already support OpenURL to 

adopting unAPI. 

Umlaut unAPI service: 

http://umlaut.library.gatech.edu/unapi? 

Sample unAPI formats list: 

http://umlaut.library.gatech.edu/unapi?id=ctx_ver%3DZ39.88-2004%26ctx_enc 

%3Dinfo%253Aofi%252Fenc 

%253AUTF-8%26rft_id%3Dinfo%253Adoi%252F10.1038%252F438531a 

Sample object via unAPI: 

http://umlaut.library.gatech.edu/unapi?id=ctx_ver%3DZ39.88-

2004%26ctx_enc%3Dinfo%253Aofi%252Fenc 

%253AUTF-8%26rft_id%3Dinfo%253Adoi%252F10.1038%252F438531a&format=umlaut-xml 

 OPA: 'OPA Proxies APIs', or OPA for short, is a unAPI demonstration tool which 

proxies a variety of remote APIs through its own unAPI service. Its purpose is to show 

how some basic functions of otherwise incompatible third-party APIs may be quickly 

unified by unAPI. The latest revision of OPA proxies the Amazon, Flickr, and Pubmed 

APIs as well as arbitrary OAI-PMH services through a two-line-per-service configuration 

file. OPA provides several metadata and object format options for each of Amazon, 

Flickr, and Pubmed, and will proxy any available format from an OAI-PMH service. 

OPA also provides a simplistic object-wrapping format that uses JSON to package 

multiple object formats and metadata records into a single file, modelled after the 

MPEG21 DID object packaging strategy. 

Sample Flickr.com record view: 

http://flickr.com/photos/dchud/31568800/ 

Sample unAPI formats list: 

http://opa.onebiglibrary.net/?id=http://flickr.com/photos/dchud/31568800/ 

Sample object via unAPI: 

http://opa.onebiglibrary.net/?id=http://flickr.com/photos/dchud/31568800/&format=jpeg_Mediu

m 

unAPI in Weblogs 

 WordPress plug-in: The unAPI plug-in for WordPress [27] provides records for each blog 

post and page in the following formats: OAI-Dublin Core , MODS, SRW-Dublin Core, 
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MARCXML, and RSS. WordPress, a PHP application, allows external applications and 

plug-ins to use its functions and gain access to information stored within a blog via 

standard PHP functions, therefore the plug-in was also coded in PHP. 

 Technosophia: Technosophia, a blog about 'Libraries, Technology, and Infotainment,' 

provides an unAPI service via the WordPress plug-in. Posts are available in each format 

supported by the plug-in. 

Sample blog view: 

http://lackoftalent.org/michael/blog/ 

Sample unAPI formats list: 

http://lackoftalent.org/michael/blog/unapi.php?id=oai:lackoftalent.org:technosophia:45 

Sample object via unAPI: 

http://lackoftalent.org/michael/blog/unapi.php?id=oai:lackoftalent.org:technosophia:45&format=

marcxml 
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Figure 4: MARCXML from WordPress 

 unapi.info: The news weblog for the unAPI specification is also a WordPress weblog 

with the unAPI plug-in installed. 

Sample blog entry view: 

http://unapi.info/news/archives/16 

Sample unAPI formats list: 

http://unapi.info/news/unapi.php?id=http%3A//unapi.info/news/archives/16 

Sample object via unAPI: 

http://unapi.info/news/unapi.php?id=http%3A//unapi.info/news/archives/16&format=oai_dc 

Tools for Working with unAPI 

Greasemonkey scripts: unAPI links are not necessarily visible to users by default. Client-side 

page rewriting scripts can provide a visual indicator of available unAPI links and formats where 

such indicators might not otherwise be present in page design. The following Greasemonkey 

scripts both provide visual indicators of available unAPI links using different styles; both are 

based on the same code. 

 By Xiaoming Liu: 

http://lxming.blogspot.com/2006_05_21_lxming_archive.html 

 By Alf Eaton: 

http://cipolo.med.yale.edu/pipermail/gcs-pcs-list/2006-June/000951.html 

To use these scripts, first install Greasemonkey [16], restart your Firefox browser, and then 

install one or both of these scripts. Both will work on all of the sample record views listed above. 

 The unAPI Ruby gem [30] provides an easy to install client library for interacting with 

unAPI services from Ruby. The client library also includes a command line version of the 

validation service. 

 The unAPI Validator [31] supports implementers by providing instant feedback on how 

well a service implements the specification. It is a RubyOnRails application built on top 

of the unAPI Ruby gem, and it provides detailed warning recommendations and failure 

indicators in an easy-to-read summary table A Validator bookmarklet is also available to 

make it even easier for implementers to test any page in their applications by sending any 

page open in a browser right into the validation suite. 
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Figure 5: Web-based unAPI Validator 

Highlights of Issues Considered 

Like any other standards development process, the unAPI specification process had its share of 

difficult and contentious issues. Ultimately we chose the simplest solutions that would work in 

the widest possible set of applications. Some of these issues included: 

 Use of identifiers: initially unAPI required URIs, but this was broadened to enable a 

wider range of resources to participate. 

 Response format: the relative merits of plain text, JSON, and XML were debated, and the 

group chose a simplistic XML structure without namespaces or a schema. 

 Microformats: participants in the unAPI process engaged the microformats.org 

community in discussion of a microformat for identifiers, but a consensus did not quickly 

emerge, so we followed the spirit and style of earlier microformats. 

 Deferring to HTTP: we wavered on whether to specify HTTP status codes, finally 

agreeing to 'recommend' particular codes, again requiring less of publishers [28]. 

 Overlap with OpenURL / OAI-PMH: we felt that to meet the goal of broad adoption, 

imposing the complexity of OpenURL and the structure of OAI-PMH would be a losing 

proposition. unAPI could, however, serve as a 'gateway specification' to these protocols, 
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an easier bridge for general Web developers to cross when interacting with structured 

information objects. 

Next Steps 

With unAPI Version 1 complete, it is now available for general use. We have started to 

experiment by combining the unAPI copying functions with the Atom Publishing Protocol or 

with the Live Clipboard as a paste function. For example, we enhanced the unalog social 

bookmarking application to copy out objects found via unAPI in bookmarked pages, and to paste 

these objects in using Atom. Objects pasted into unalog are then available to other users in both 

the unalog user interface and through a new unAPI interface in unalog. Figure 6 demonstrates 

this; the images, from Flickr, were obtained through OPA's unAPI interface and its JSON object 

wrapping format. 



 

Figure 6: unAPI Copy and Atom Paste in unalog. 

As we move forward with implementing unAPI Version 1, we continue to watch related 

developing techniques such as microformats and HTTP header Link Templates [29]. If a 

microformat for identifying arbitrary identifiers in HTML or a similar technique within HTML 

itself emerged, unAPI would not need to specify use of the ABBR pattern. Similarly, if Link 

Templates or another technique made API patterns more easily discovered and specified, unAPI 

would not even need to define its own parameter names or LINK element semantics. If all of 

these missing pieces were to appear in widely accepted solutions, the unAPI object-copy 

paradigm could exist as a mere one-paragraph convention (a significant reduction from the 

present length of one and a half pages). In the meantime, we believe that unAPI Version 1 can 
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help to get more out of library - or any other - Web applications. It follows the Unix traditions of 

doing one thing well and being easily connected and combined to form more complex 

functionality. We hope that it proves useful and helps to bring the library community closer to 

the level of simplified integration demanded by users today. 
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